Disrupt your
organisation with
our self-publishing
assessment tool

Content powered by

With Pedagoo
you always score!

Our toolkit of combined solutions
Pedagoo is a combination of tools that work together in order
to facilitate personalised education and learning processes,
allowing users to advance on their own terms registering any
progress made. This process guarantees the correct
assimilation of content and its use.

Pedagoo is a self-publishing assessment tool designed to
facilitate companies, educational institutions, certiﬁcation
organisations, recruitment agencies and many more to
easily create knowledge assessments and practice tests.
With Pedagoo the learning process is quick and effective,
powered by the explanation of each question created via
the platform.

Authoring Tool

Create your own content with multiple item types,
including performance-based questions, and mix
it with the existing MeasureUp database of more
than 18,000 questions

Proctoring
Use facial detection
technology to deliver
accurate and reliable
exam proctoring

Save time and money with role-based
assessments and customise your selection
and evaluation process to suit your needs

Assessment
Builder
Create your own
assessment tests in
just a few clicks

Partner Portal

Beneﬁt from powerful analytics and learn from
your results to focus on the areas of improvement
with custom remediation using practice test mode
Accelerate the onboarding and empower the
assessment features in your LMS with our
connection

The best ally
content creators
can have

My Account

LTI

Your organisation
can be as big as
you desire

Manage and
distribute your
content centrally

MeasureUp
catalogue
A database of more
than 18,000 questions

Learning Locker
Hundreds of
thousands tests
launched each year

How Pedagoo is adding value through technology
Companies

Education

Introduce continuous learning in your
organisation and use our technology to help you
to reduce the time needed for interiorisation and
change management within your team.

We will help you to transform your
education center moving all your
educational materials, evaluations and
exams from paper to digital.

You can continuously evaluate and train the
knowledge of your employees in any area,
validate the progress of your career plans or
even include formal tests to measure corporate
compliance or existing quality control norms
and procedures.

Your teachers will be able to share
questions and existing exams within the
organisation and analyse the results of
each class automatically by using our
analytics reports.

Certiﬁcation

Recruitment

Provide your organisation with your own ofﬁcial
practice tests to help your candidates in their
certiﬁcation journey, preparing them for the
exam day and increasing their conﬁdence.

Evaluate the technical knowledge of your
candidates by creating your own
questions and combining them with the
available database of more than 18,000
MeasureUp questions.

Continuous learning

Create your ofﬁcial practice tests

Our technology allows candidates to conﬁgure
each test launch, detect their areas for
improvement and continue learning via the
available explanation sections.

Transform paper to digital

Optimise your selection process

We will help you to select the ideal
candidate reducing the time spent on
your recruitment process.
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